Hybrid Information of Transformer for Image Captioning
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In the current image captioning challenge, Transformer has emerged and has replaced the RNN with its efficient parallel mechanism and more powerful encoder-decoder framework to show encouraging results in some methods. In order to maintain its parallelism, most current methods adopt the teacher forcing method in the decoding stage of the training process, which encourages the model to predict all previous ground truth tokens in the sequence as the next ground truth token. However, during the process of test, the model cannot access ground truth tokens and must instead condition on its own prior predictions, resulting in train-test discrepancy: exposure bias. There are also a small number of methods that use Scheduled Sampling instead of Teacher-forcing for high performance, unfortunately, this destroys the parallelism of Transformer. In order to effectively deal with the balance between exposure bias and parallelism for image captioning, we propose to use the Scheduled Sampling of Transformer (SSoT) module to help Transformer generate captions for images.

As shown in Fig[1] first, we use the encoder to encode the image features, and then the encoded feature vectors enter the decoder, after generating the first decoding of the prediction "self-study information", we apply SSoT module to our image captioning model, each group of sentences and ground truth "teacher-guide information" are mixed with a certain probability as the guide feature vector "hybrid information" of the second decoding of the decoder.

As shown in Fig[2] given self-study information $S = (S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_n)$ from the first decoding, teacher-guided information $t = (T_1, T_2, \cdots, T_n)$, the teaching gate $g \in [0, 1]$ represents the possibility to use the token in teacher-guided information as final decoder input and is scheduled by the following piece-wise linear function:

$$g(step) = \min \left( N_{i_t} + \frac{step - N_{it}}{N_{it}}, g_{\text{max}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $g_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum teaching gate, and step means the current training step. $N_{it}$ represents the Scheduled Sampling starting step, and $N_{it}$ means how many steps as an interval to increase $g$. Finally, we acquire the whole token series "hybrid information" $H = (H_1, H_2, \cdots, H_n)$ as the guide of second decoding to achieve parallelism. Unlike scheduled sampling for RNN or LSTM, we replace the ground truth at a certain moment that needs to be changed with the word generated at the last moment, that is, change at the word level. In scheduled sampling for Transformer, we choose to concatenate the information at the sentence level, replacing the token of the teacher-guided information sentence determined by the teaching gate in a batch with the sentence token corresponding to the self-study information. For the sentence level concatenation, hybrid information $H_x \in (H_1, H_2, \cdots, H_n)$ can be formulated as:

$$H_x = \begin{cases} 
T_x & \text{with probability } g(step) \\
S_x & \text{with probability } 1 - g(step) 
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $x$ is the number of certain sentence in the current batch, for sentence level concatenation, the $T_x$ or $S_x$ is selected for the input according to the teaching gate $g(step)$. In summary, the function of SSoT can be formulated as:

$$H = SSoT(T, S, g(step))$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)
We conduct experiments on the VizWiz-Captions dataset[2] and test online. Table 1 shows both the basic Transformer and SSoT are faster to train than the Scheduled Sampling model (AoANet) without parallelism, and the SSoT effect is better when the maximum probability of the teaching gate is 0.25. However, most scores of AoANet are higher because of its stronger attention on the basic self-attention.

Table 2 shows the performance comparisons between the state-of-the-art models and our proposed SSoT on the MS-COCO dataset[5]. For the cross entropy loss training stage, the METEOR and SPICE scores surpass most methods that do not have parallelism except AoANet, and SSoTNet has better performance than the basic Transformer. As for the CIDEr-D score optimization stage, the result shows that our model achieves superior performance in addition to maintaining parallelism, which reaches a new state-of-the-art of 39.2 BLEU-4 and 22.5 SPICE scores.

We introduce a simple technique to mitigate the discrepancy between train and test time, when we use Transformer framework for image captioning with parallelism. More remarkably, we obtain new state-of-the-art performances of the Transformer through SSoT.
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